
 ‘14
Reinventing the myth, since 2011
Lisboa na Rua/ Com’out Lisbon
Opening 6th September 2014, Saturday
Until 26th October 2014 
Curator: Mário Caeiro
Invited artist: Raoul Kurvitz

PROGRAM
Saturday, 6th September 18h
Exhibition’s Opening Installation Raoul Kurvitz (Estonia)
Performance Krzysztof Leon Dziemaszkiewicz (Poland) and João Abel (Portugal) 
Edition (fólio) Launching Vicente 14, reinventing the myth, yearly since 2011 Authors Paulo 

Pereira, Moirika Reker, Rodrigo Silva, Fernando Melo, José Tolentino Mendonça, Manuel J. Gandra, Nélson 
Guerreiro, Mário Caeiro, Extra text: José Eduardo Rocha e Pedro Vieira de Moura Edition Artists Isabel 
Baraona, Marta Soares

Date to be announced 
Walk/Wine Tasting Nelson Guerreiro (actor) + Nelson Guerreiro (sommelier) cost 15,00/ person 

with previous booking until 48h before (limited to the number of places of the Enoteca de Belém 
wine bar

The Project Travessa da Ermida, in Belém, continues to evoke ancestral images and the creative 
process around the myth of Saint Vincent, founding narrative of Lisbon’s identity. The goal is to con-
tinue to encourage a group of non common cultural meetings among creators and investigators, on 
an initiative that has been taking place, yearly, since 2011.

Between September and October, in Belém, the secrets of History, the nuances of the thought and 
the art languages meet again, this time, around … a glass of wine; after all Saint Vincent is the patron 
of winemakers! 

The Project VICENTE arrives to its fourth edition under the theme Nature, temple and abysm – the 
world in the user’s optical. The idea is to add to the three first editions new perspectives and inno-
vative artistic proposals. 

After starting to indistinctly see the Resonances of a Luminous Myth in the first edition, and in the 
second and third imagining multiple new ways of reviving the memory of the myth (Review to believe 
… and … Said and Redone!), we land on the fourth edition with even more curiosity over what VICENTE 
has to tell us about our relationship with the world around us. 

That said, this is the beginning of a second sequence of programming, that looks to the European 
culture diversity as a great dialogic opportunity. In 2015, the fifth edition - and second of this diptych - 
will be held under the theme: Sacred, Body and Image. 

VINCENT PAGAN? 
VICENTE in 2014 meets the distant North - where it subsists a very open pagan cultural sensibility 

- and let’s himself be surprised by the eternal passion for nature. On a sudden trip to Estonia, VI-
CENTE carries in his luggage, besides a bottle of his best wine, the curiosity and the will to dialogue. 
But, is it paganism so distant to him? After all, in what measure do we continue to be “ourselves” pa-
gans, even if under other manners? On the other hand, won’t the Christian culture be, - the one that 
once had Saint Vincent as key figure on the deal bar of nationality -, a fabulous production machine 
of cultural sense, always including new horizons, in a millennial longing of party and salvation, which 
appeal is universal? 

In addition to the standard components - exhibition, urban intervention and a walk - this time 
including a wine tasting - and the publishing of a book (fólio), this edition of VICENTE brings a 
program of performances in several places of Lisbon. Yesterday as always, VICENTE continues to be …. 
Lisboa na Rua (Com’out Lisbon). 



Invited to exhibit at Ermida de N.ª Sr.ª da Conceição in Belém, Raoul Kurvitz (1961) will bring us his 
contemporary paganism. Kurvitz represents in his sui generis way the heart of his country’s cultural 
identity, Estonia. 

To VICENTE 2014, Kurvitz produces in the old chapel - a profane temple - a poetic atmosphere in 
which different folklorist motives are developed by his personal fantasy, on a ritualistic-mytho-
logical practice.

   
In this intervention, the culture of a faraway Europe is disclosed, throughout an immersive original 

and unedited installation, produced with living matter from Tallinn. What a promising dialogue! 

This will be his second exhibition in Portugal, after the participation on the Cosmic Underground 
(2012), in which he presented, at the Saint Apolónia’s train station, on a train’s wagon, an installation 
produced with thousands of bottles filled with water from different lakes of his country.  

From Gdansk, Poland, arrives the performer Leon Dziemaszkiewicz.  known for his individual the-
atre, working on the limits of humanity and animality, in which the dance and the ritual come 
together, midway, of a drag aesthetics and a powerful satire of the liberty of expression. 

Leon will dress up like a crow, animal shape and symbol of open wings. He will, that way, move 
around the city, visiting public and cultural spaces and institutions, interrelating the landscape and in-
troducing in the urban daily life the strangeness that is, at the same time, a cartographic hypothesis: 
the meeting of each one of us with a specific circuit of places, that way reviewed differently.  

In Vicente, the dichotomy is a visible attribute.  Night and day, black and white, death and life. Just as 
nature and temple simultaneously exclude and complement themselves, the human body enters in 
contradiction between sacred and profound. Is it then a sin to see the body as the temple of our nat-
ural self? This questions, in particular when happening on the threshold of humanity and animality, 
are brought about by Leon through a transsexual and transgenic performative work. 

Nelson Guerreiro continues, in this fourth edition, the writing and rewriting of his literary palimp-
sest, a series  of texts situated in the urban fabric that have been presented since 2009, always 
with the presence of whom has been coming to the guided visits of VICENTE. There will be a single 
walk, the last one of the series; and it is indeed a very special one - as it finishes with an extraordinary 
wine tasting, by the sommelier… Nelson Guerreiro! Exceptional opportunity to get to know the soul of 
Enoteca de Belém, the famous wine bar of Project Travessa da Ermida. 

João Abel continues to be VICENTE himself, that is, to inhabit the Belém neighbourhood with his 
physical and mental presence, at the same time ordinary and with no purpose, like a challeng-
ing anachronism of our ethic curiosity. The script of his thoughts will be later revealed, so the audi-
ence can share the public space of expectancy, meeting their innermost. One thing is for sure: there 
will be a shake hands with his polish congenerous, as if two distant symbols would come together in 
one and only expecting landscape. 



The fourth book of the collection VICENTE, initiated in 2011, is inspired in aspects of the Saint Vin-
cent’s mythography to continue the thought of the always critical relationship between world and 
culture, symbol and nature, history and spirit. The work - with the title Nature, Temple and Abyss 
- suggests a complex mosaic of vital afterthoughts to a contemporaneity that it is wished to be 
more complete and establish among each other curious links. 

This edition is opened with an extra-text entirely dedicated to the CABARET VICENTE opera, of José 
Eduardo Rocha (premièred at São Luiz Municipal Theatre in 2014). Sections of the libretto shall be 
presented, precisely the part in which a mean Daciano (imperial vicarious of Diocleciano) and the 
future martyr Vicente exchange tragically burlesque words. The section is followed up by an excerpt 
from the score and images of the opera. 

The first text of the edition ponders on the sacred architecture and its most profound values. Paulo 
Pereira, art historian, speaks about the various shapes the temple has assumed since the Megalithic. 
The second text is written by Moirika Reker, researcher in Landscape Philosophy. In it, one finds a 
reflection about the evolution of our relation with Nature and Landscape, from the Middle Ages to 
nowadays – a time when it becomes dramatically urgent to care for a total ecology.  

The third text is written by Rodrigo Silva, researcher in Philosophy and Aesthetics, that writes about 
the problematic of space and installation – namely about the phenomenology of the Temple(s) on 
contemporary Art. Fernando Melo is a gastronomic journalist. His text will reveal the essential as-
pects of the wine culture in the Mediterranean - Saint Vincent is the patron saint of the winemakers 
-, bringing to the dialogue the most remote traditions of a millenary knowledge as well as the crucial 
dimensions of its present excellence. Between the magic of the wine world and the science of the 
tannins and terroirs, Cheers!  

The fifth contribution is by José Tolentino Mendonça, specialist in Biblical Sciences and also a well 
known poet. In this new text, one expects, once again, the author to be inspired by the hagiographic 
attributes and incidents of Saint Vincent’s figure, a simultaneously poetic and theoretical exercise 
about the relation between Religion and Public Space. The following text, by Manuel J. Gandra, 
known for his investigations in Portuguese Mythic History and Geography, will show us an import-
ant oriental dimension of the Vincent’s myth (as expression of the Culture of the Mediterranean/
Byzantine basin). This rarely acknowledged dimension is usually despised by the historiographical 
mainstream, so Gandra’s will give us an inspiring vision of the future and the mission of Portugal in 
the world.  

The seventh text will be the utmost of the delicious light fictions of Nélson Guerreiro to VICENTE. 
On a passionate tone, precedes a summary essay - linking to the next edition -, dedicated to the 
theme Sacred, Body and Image - by Mário Caeiro, curator of the project.



Credits | Vicente 2014
Promoting Entity Projecto Travessa da Ermida 
Project Direction Eduardo Fernandes 
Project Manager Fábia Fernandes 
Equipments and Assemblage José Vaz Fernandes 
Concept and Curator Mário Caeiro 
Design Editorial Project Vicente 2014 Diogo Trindade 
Editorial Project Vicente 2013 Fólio ‘Vicente Said and Redone’ Rui Cruz and Roberto Amado Dias 
Editorial Project Vicente 2012 Fólio ‘Vicente Review to Believe’: Palavrão – Associação Cultural 
Design Vicente 2011 Livro ‘Vicente - Ressonances of a Luminous Myth’ Silva Designers 
Artists  Raoul Kurvitz (Estonia)Performance Krzysztof Leon Dziemaszkiewicz (Poland) and João Abel 

(Portugal) 
Authors fólio Paulo Pereira, Moirika Reker, Rodrigo Silva, Fernando Melo, José Tolentino Mendonça,  

Manuel J. Gandra, Nélson Guerreiro, Mário Caeiro, Extra text José Eduardo Rocha and Pedro Vieira de 
Moura 

Artists fólio Isabel Baraona Marta Soares 
Walk/ Wine Tasting Nelson Guerreiro (actor) Nelson Guerreiro (sommelier) 
Support EGEAC, CML, Estonian Ambassy, Junta de Freguesia de Santa Maria de Belém, Enoteca de 

Belém, Palavrão Associação Cultural 

About Raoul Kurvitz
Tallinn, Estonia; lives and works in Tallinn, Estonia. In 1984 graduated Tallinn Art University as an ar-

chitect. Since 1988 works as a free-lanced artist, also teaching in Tallinn Art University and elsewhere 
by contracts.

In 1986 Raoul Kurvitz formed a group called „Rühm T“ together with Urmas Muru – a group of artists 
and other creative people, which appeared to be the most radical and innovative movement in the 
Estonian art-life in the times of Perestroika and regaining independence of the country inbetween 
1986-1991; the group did a lot to revolutionize the local art-scene. 

In 1989-1992 Kurvitz gained acknowledgment also abroad – in Finland, Sweden and elswhere in the 
Baltic region, mainly with his performances. In 1997 he represented Estonia at the Bienniale of Venice 
together with Jaan Toomik and Siim-Tanel Annus, it was historically the first time when Estonia was 
officially acknowledged to the Biennale. In 1999 Kurvitz made a huge exhibition at Tallinn Art Hall and 
the square (Vabaduse Plats) in front of it, presenting a number of large-scaled installations, which 
became his trade-mark in his further production. In 2000-2002 Kurvitz lived and worked in New York. 
He has participated in a multitude of international group exhibitions,  including „Reflections“ in Paris, 
L´Ecole des Baux Arts“ (1993) Exhibition of Tactile Arts at Maly Ermitazh, Moscow (1998),Vilnius Bi-
enniale of Painting (2000, 2010),Grosse Austellung in Düsseldorf Kunsthalle (2001), Rauma Biennale 
Balticum (2011), Festivals of Light in Lyon (2006), Helsinki (2007), Jerusalem (2012), Torun (2013), and 
elsewhere; in 2013 he had an extensive solo retrospective at KUMU Art Museum, in Tallinn, Estonia.  
Kurvitz works with painting, performances, installations, video, text and sound, often merging them 
together into, total installations“, as he calls them. Kurvitz´s art is interdisciplinary.

About Krzysztof “Leon” Dziemaszkiewicz 
Poland; Dancer, actor and performer. Between 1987 and 1995, choreographer and assistant at 

the Teatr Ekspresji, of Wojciech Misiuro. Has participated in all shows and cinema productions of this 
group. Between 1996 e 2002 has collaborated with various groups and institutions in Berlin. Since 
1990, cooperates with SFINKS Sopot Forum for the Integration of Science, Culture and Art, where he 
creates his performances, happenings and practices his activity as a dancer and choreographer. Leon 
tries to develop a language of contrasts and question the limits of animality and humanity through 
his work about the genre. He associates the ritual, the dance and the tradition of the cabaret in the 
name of the human liberty.  To him, Theatre is Life and can happen at any place. The inflexibility 
before social norms is the ground of his artistic language. His theatre exchanges feelings, instincts, 
emotions. Honesty is the mainstream. He uses frequently nudity as a joyful, simple and spontaneous 
manifestation. 

About João Abel
Theatre graduate by the Superior Theatre and Cinema Scholl in Lisbon – ESTC. Works as a profes-

sional actor and simultaneously develops a path of theatrical creation with image and video. His 
professional career started in 2002. He is also graduated in Applied Mathematics. In 2004/5 worked 
as assistant and actor of João Garcia Miguel. In 2010 he has collaborated with the Theatre O Bando 
and is a part of the collective. João Abel is also part of the opera cast Cabaret Vicente and the collective 
O.P.A. – Associated Organizing Performers Portugal, organizing monthly the gathering epipiderme and 
was  a member of the Cultural Association extramuros - an association to the city. 



About Nelson Guerreiro
Teacher at the Superior School of Arts and Design of Caldas da Rainha - ESAD - in the courses of 

Theatre, Sound and Image. Simultaneously, he is in the process of writing his doctorate thesis on 
Theory, History and Practice of Theatre, in which the theme is trends and modalities of theatrical 
practices and contemporary performative operations. Between 2001 and 2004, he was a regular col-
laborator of TRANSFORMA –Cultural Association, where he worked as a co-editor of ArtinSite maga-
zine. Since 2001, he turned to creation: from that movement he developed several individual projects 
and collaborated in various collective projects in the performance, theatre and disciplinary crossings 
fields, among which we may highlight a series of conferences-performance Guerrero Notebook, the 
collaboration with Praga Theatre, the collective Truta, Tiago Rodrigues, among others. He integrates 
the team for the show A Philosophia do Gabiru (The Squoundrel’s Philosophy), premiered in March 
2011 at Maria Matos Theatre, directed by Martim Pedroso, as dramaturgic and co-author of the text. 
In 2009, he became a member of the creative synergies platform: sindicato.biz. Lately, he formed the 
dj duo Galante with João Galante.

CONTACTS
Projecto Travessa da Ermida
Fábia Fernandes
00 351 213 637 700
00 351 961 177 874
ermida@travessadaermida.com
www.travessadaermida.com


